
Towards Combinatorial Engineering of DecomposableSystemsMark Sh. LevinThe University of Aizu, Fukushima, 965-80 JapanEmail: mark@u-aizu.ac.jpAbstractThe paper describes combinatorial model-ing of decomposable systems: hierarchicalsystem models, system components, designalternatives (DAs) for system componentsand their interconnection (Is), estimates ofDAs and Is, changes of the systems. Wepoint out some basic combinatorial oper-ations: combinatorial description and pre-sentation; analysis and evaluation; reveal-ing of bottlenecks by elements; compari-son of system versions; synthesis of compos-ite DAs; modi�cation (e.g., improvement,adaptation). The investigation is based onhierarchical morphological multicriteria de-sign (HMMD) which involves an examina-tion of the following: the design of hier-archical system model, the generation andassessment DAs and Is, composing of com-posite DAs, and improvements on the baseof bottlenecks. Our list of support combi-natorial problems is the following: designof hierarchical system models; multicriteriaranking (ordinal assessment), morphologicalclique (synthesis), etc.1 IntroductionThis paper is our attempt to describe combinatorialengineering of decomposable systems. We considerthe following issues: (a) a hierarchical combinato-rial description of decomposable systems; (b) func-tional operations of combinatorial engineering (e.g.,analysis, design, transformation); (c) basic combina-torial elements (e.g., chains, trees) and their proxim-ity; (d) approaches to structural modeling; (e) com-patibility of system components; (f) basic combinato-rial problems (multicriteria selection, multiple-choiceproblem, morphological analysis, clique, morphologi-cal clique, etc.).

Combinatorial problems have been used in manyapplications, for example, as follows:(1) planning and scheduling in computer systems,in manufacturing, in project management;(2) design and management of networks;(3) VLSI and IC design;(4) engineering design (e.g., in mechanics, electron-ics, architecture, software engineering, etc.);(5) information design;(6) analysis and transformation of genome informa-tion, etc.Roberts has pointed out that combinatorics is con-cerned with the study of arrangement, patterns, de-signs, assignment, schedules, connections, and con-�gurations [Roberts, 1984]. Here we examine deter-ministic combinatorial problems to analyze and com-pose a decomposable system from components, foreach of them there exists a set of design alternatives(DAs). In addition, we take into account ordinalpairwise interconnection or compatibility (Is) amongDAs. Our approach (hierarchical morphological mul-ticriteria design or HMMD) is described in [Levin,1995c]. A decomposable system is depicted in Fig-ure 1. Here we consider the following situation: (a)initial system S consists of three components A, B,C with corresponding DAs: A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, C1,C2. And we can consider system changes as follows:(1) to add DAs (A3, B4, C3);(2) to delete DAs (B2, C1);(3) to add a component D with DAs (D1, D2, D3,D4).
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The list of HMMD stages is the following:(1) speci�cation of requirements (objectives or cri-teria, constraints) to a designed system, and its com-ponents;(2) designing the structure of the system;(3) generation of DAs;(4) evaluation of DAs, and Is between DAs;(5) composing of composite DAs from the initialDAs with taking into account their quality and com-patibility;(6) analysis of composite DAs, and re�nement;(7) comparison of composite DAs.Note that the following applications of HMMD arepublished: design of user interfaces [Levin, 1994]; in-formation design in hypertexts [Levin, 1995b]; plan-ning a parallel-series solving process [Levin, 1995a];planning an information center [Levin, 1995d].HMMD corresponds to hierarchic decompositionapproaches: development of a hierarchic structure ofthe designed system or initial problem on the baseof hierarchical levels and decomposition (partition-ing); solving local subproblems; and composition ofa global solution from local solutions [Newell and Si-mon, 1972; etc.]. In recent years, hierarchical ap-proaches to the design of complex systems has beenactively applied in various methodologies.2 Functional operationsLet us consider a set of engineering functional oper-ations on the base of Altshuller's levels of creativeproblems as follows: selection of objects, modi�ca-tion of an object, design of a new object, synthesisof a new system from a set of initial objects) [Alt-shuller, 1984]. Thus we may examine the followingtwo-dimensional cartesian space:(i) kind of a system (the whole object or system,the decomposable system consisting of a set of simpleobjects);(ii) functional engineering operations: descrip-tion and/or presentation; analysis as evaluation, as-sessment; analysis as revealing bottlenecks; com-parison; selection; synthesis; modi�cation (correc-tion, improvement, adaptation, reconstruction, re-engineering).As a results we obtain the following basic objects ofour examination (e.g., system descriptions) and prob-lems for the whole system (a), and decomposable sys-tem (b):1. Description and/or presentation: (1a) func-tional description, multidimensional representation;(1b) tree-like system model, external requirements:criteria, constraints for the system and its elements,design alternatives (DAs) for the elements (nodes ofthe system model), interconnection (Is) among DAs,estimates of DAs and Is.

2. Analysis and evaluation: (2a) assessment inmultiparameter space; (2b) multi-level assessment ofthe system and its elements, including assessment ofcomposite DAs in a complex space of system excel-lence.3. Analysis as revealing of bottlenecks: (3a) reveal-ing of critical parameters; (3b) revealing of bottle-necks (by system parts, by Is, by system structure).4. Comparison: (4a) multiparameter comparisonof the objects; (4b) comparison of system versions (bycomponents and DAs, by Is, by structure).5. Selection: (5a) multicriteria selection; (5b) mul-tilevel system selection.6. Synthesis: (6a) optimal design; (6b) two prob-lems: (i) system selection; (ii) hierarchical synthe-sis (design of system model, speci�cation of require-ments, generation of DAs, assessment of DAs and Is,composing of composite DAs).7. Modi�cation (e.g., improvement, adaptation):(7a) parameter optimization; (7b) generation of im-provement actions (improvement of DAs and/or Is,modi�cation of the system model), and scheduling.3 Structural modelingHere we point out the following basic problems ofstructural modeling:1. Design of structural (combinatorial) objects.2. Presentation of the objects.3. Analysis as the evaluation, comparison of struc-tural objects.4. Integration (aggregation, computation of con-sensus for a set of structural objects, synthesis).5. Transformation (correction, approximation, re-construction) of a structural object.We assume that a combinatorial (structural) modelis a composition (combination) of basic structural ele-ments, which are the following: sets; chains (or linearorders, strings); clusters (partitions); layered struc-tures (e.g., k-partite graphs); trees; parallel-seriesgraphs; hierarchies; acyclic digraphs (or posets); di-graphs; networks; composite structures (e.g., a treewith additional element chains for leaf nodes, a treewith the chains for all nodes, etc.). An example is pre-sented in Figure 1. In this case, posets on the base ofmulticriteria estimates of DAs have to be examinedtoo.Also it is reasonable to point out the following kindsof important constructions: (a) metrics and/or prox-imity of the structural elements (e.g., for the compari-son, integration); (b) ways of the transformation (im-provement, adaptation) of the structural elements.In recent years a signi�cance of designing the struc-tural hierarchical models of complex systems has beenincreased. The following approaches are used for de-signing of structural models:



(1) design of hierarchical multilevel models of com-plex systems [Waller, 1976; etc.];(2) structural modeling [Geo�rion, 1987; etc.];(3) usage of knowledge based systems for a con�g-uration design [McDermott, 1982; Sykes and White,1989; etc.];(4) selection, modi�cation, and aggregation ofsome standard frames (e.g., technological frames)[Pospelov, 1986];(5) hierarchical approximation of an initial systemstructure on the base of spanning trees, Steiner trees,hierarchies, etc. [Garey and Johnson, 1979; Botafogoet al., 1992; etc.].In this paper, we examine the above-mentioned de-scription of decomposable systems. It is reasonableto use the following notations of basic structural el-ements: (1) points in a parameter space (e1); (2) aset (e2); (3) clusters (e3); (4) layered structure or k-partite graph (e4); (5) trees (e5); (6) posets (e6).Finally a relationship between our system descrip-tion and basic structural elements is as follows:(a) tree-like system model: e5;(b) leaf nodes of the system model: e2;(c) a set of DAs: e1 [ e2 [ e4;(d) a set of Is: e1 [ e2 [ e4;(e) ordinal estimates of DAs/Is: e1 [ e4;(f) multicriteria estimates of DAs/Is: e1 [ e6;(g) criteria for DAs/Is: e2 [ e3 [ e4 [ e5;(h) constraints for DAs: e2 [ e3 [ e4 [ e5.Note there exists a dependence between our de-scription above and Kolmogorov's complexes [Uspen-sky and Semenov, 1987].4 InterconnectionComplex systems include di�erent types of compo-nents and their interrelations.Interconnection (com-patibility) of system components is a well-known fac-tor in the design of large-scale systems (e.g., soft-ware systems, multiple processor systems, networksystems, organization structure, technical systems)[Hubka and Eder, 1988; Morse and Hendrickson,1990; Selby, 1993; etc.]. Hubka and Eder havepointed out couplings between technical system el-ements of di�erent kinds, e.g., as follows [Hubka andEder, 1988]: mechanical; thermal; electrical; chem-ical; magnetic. Gri�n and Hauser have consideredcommunication among product life cycle stages (mar-keting, engineering, manufacturing) and show thatgreater communication provides an enhancement ofproduct development [Gri�n and Hauser, 1992]. Weassume two way of ordinal assessment of Is: (a) di-rect assessment; (b) a preliminary multicriteria eval-uation of compatibility, and mapping of the obtainedestimates into an ordinal scale.

5 IntegrationHere we examine several levels of the integration orsynthesis as follows:(1) computation of a consensus for a set of struc-tural objects (e.g., consensus of linear orders [Cookand Kress, 1992; etc.]);(2) aggregation as a selection of a structure from aspeci�ed set of structures of a concrete kind, e.g., ag-gregation of layered structures on the base of search-ing for a "fuzzy" layered structure with the use ofmultiple-choice problem [Belkin and Levin, 1990];(3) synthesis as composing a system from elements,e.g., selection of DAs and their composing on the baseof the following problems: multiple-choice problem[Martello and Toth, 1990], problem of representatives[Knuth and Raghunathan, 1992], quadratic assign-ment problem [Carraway and Schmidt, 1991], non-linear integer programming [Berman and Ashra�,1993], morphological analysis [Zwicky, 1969; Ayres,1969], morphological clique [Levin, 1995c]; mixed in-teger programming [Grossmann, 1990].Now let us consider the morphological clique prob-lem [Levin, 1995c; Levin, 1996]. We assume that asystem consists of m components, and for each com-ponent i = 1; :::;m there exists a set of DAs (morpho-logical class i). The problem is: Find a composition(morphological scheme) S = S(1)�:::�S(i)�:::�S(m),where S(i) is a selected DA for component i (onerepresentative from each morphological class) withnon-zero Is. And we apply a vector-like measureof system excellence: N(S) = (w(S);n(S)), wherew(S) is the minimum of pairwise compatibility inS, n(S) = (n(1); :::; n(r); :::; n(k)) describes selectedDAs ( n(r) is the number of DAs with priority r in S,where r = 1 is the best one, and w = 0; :::; l, l corre-sponds to the best compatibility). Figure 2 presents asystem excellence lattice, that corresponds to vectorN .
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each morphological class. Our basic algorithm con-sists in the construction of feasible compositions, andselection of Pareto-e�ective ones (by N).6 PresentationBasic approaches to the presentation of structural ob-jects are based on traditional mathematical descrip-tions. On the other hand, it is reasonable to investi-gate new visual techniques for the presentation andmanipulation of the objects. An example of similarsoftware tool is proposed in [Jourdan et al., 1995].In HMMD, we apply hierarchical (Figure 1) andconcentric (Figure 3) presentations of decomposablesystems, matrix and graph presentations of compat-ibility, vector-like and lattice (Figure 2) presenta-tions of the system excellence [Levin, 1995c; Levin,1996]. Figure 3 demonstrates two compositions: S1 =A2 �B1 � C1, and S2 = A2 �B3 � C2.
Figure 3. Concentric presentationC2 C1 B1 B3 B2A1A2

7 AnalysisThe following types of an analysis are the basic ones:(a) recognition and analysis of some features forstructural objects, e.g., a kind, properties (recogni-tion of tree-like graphs, recognition of parallel-seriesgraphs, etc.);(b) assessment (e.g., on the base of features);(c) revealing of bottlenecks;(c) comparison.The feature recognition problems for structural ob-jects are well-known [Garey and Johnson, 1979; etc.].The assessment problem have to be examined fromthe following two viewpoints: (a) assessment of fea-tures (the problem is based on the recognition); (b)evaluation, including the multicriteria analysis, andassessment of a system excellence. Recently manytechniques of multicriteria analysis have been devel-oped [Dyer et al., 1992; Buede, 1992; etc.]. Theassessment of the system excellence often is basedon the traditional multiattribute comparison (e.g., alayer of Pareto-e�ective points).Revealing of bottlenecks maybe based on a compar-ative analysis of system elements. In HMMD we ex-amine the following kinds of elements (DAs, Is) withrespect to solution S: S-improving, S-neutral, and S-aggravating ones by vector N(S). Thus we can use

S-aggravating elements as bottlenecks. And the fol-lowing main types of the system comparison maybeconsidered: (1) comparison of DAs sets; (2) compari-son of the system models (i.e., system structures); (3)combination of previous cases; (4) comparison of sys-tem requirements; An example of the system compar-ison for user interface versions is described in (Levin,1994).Issues of a metric/proximity for combinatorial ob-jects are crucial ones. In our opinion, constructing aproximity of complex objects is a speci�c design, thatmaybe based on the selection, modi�cation or com-posing of well-known metrics or proximity models.The following approaches have been used to comparecombinatorial objects: (1) metrics; (2) attributes ofan intersection or a covering structure; (3) attributesof a transformation path from an initial object into atarget one.Additional important issue consists in constructingor selecting a scale of the proximity (e.g., R1, [0; 1] oran ordinal one). In recent years, extensions of met-ric spaces have been proposed (Jawhari et al. 1986;Pouzet and Rosenberg, 1994; etc.) including the fol-lowing: (a) graphs and posets; (b) conceptual lattices;(c) semilattices; (d) simplices. Thus it is reasonableto use the following approaches: (i) multidimensionalscaling; (ii) usage of complex constructions for prox-imity spaces; (iii) integrating or composing a globalproximity from distances or proximity models of sys-tem components.8 TransformationMain two types of structural problems (transforma-tion and approximation) maybe used at di�erent en-gineering levels as follows: (a) the local transforma-tion; (b) the global modi�cation, adaptation, im-provement, reconstruction or re-engineering of thesystem.Approximation of a combinatorial object corre-sponds to well-known combinatorial problems, e.g.,spanning tree, Steiner tree problem, covering prob-lem, etc. [Garey and Johnson, 1979]. Recently theproblems above have been considered in importantapplications (e.g., network design on the base of tree-like approximation).On the other hand, new practical approximationproblems have been appeared, for example: (i) ap-proximation of information structures with the use ofhierarchices, clusters, cliques [Levin, 1989; Botafogoet al., 1992; Levin, 1995b; etc.] (ii) processing ofpreference relations in decision making on the base ofapproximation [Belkin and Levin, 1990].Speci�c approximation combinatorial problemshave been proposed for hypertext in [Levin, 1989;Levin, 1995b], including approximation and new kind



of combinatorial problems with compatibility of se-lected items for knapsack, multiple-choice and cliqueproblems.In our opinion, the modi�cation is now the mostimportant kind of engineering activities (e.g., re-design, re-engineering). Some clear examples of thecombinatorial transformation have been proposed inbiological mathematics, when it is necessary to �ndthe simplest path of a genome transformation [Han-nenhalli and Pevzner, 1995; etc.]. Similar problemsare often reduced to routing.In HMMD, the improvement process consists of thefollowing: revealing bottlenecks by DAs or/and Is,generating the set of improvement actions for the se-lected bottlenecks, and scheduling the improvementactions. Basic two kinds of improvement actions aredepicted in Figure 3. This improvement approachhas been used for an adaptation of an user interfacein [Levin, 1995a]. Note that scheduling of improve-ment actions may be based on morphological cliqueproblem too, and similar synthesis of parallel-seriessolving strategies is described in [Levin, 1995a; Levin,1996].Now let us point out basic changes of decomposablesystems:1. Internal changes: (a) local evolution (DAsand/or Is); (b) global evolution (subsystems); (c) re-construction (system model).2. External changes: requirements.9 Education issuesIn our opinion, the description, presentation, selec-tion and composing of complex systems are criticalones for specialists in various disciplines. Basic com-binatorial engineering problems may correspond to allstandard stages of decision making at di�erent levels(strategic planning, investment, design and market-ing of products, selection and assignment of person-nel, etc.) [Simon et al., 1987].We have examined the analysis of decomposablesystems, selection of DAs and composing of compos-ite DAs, etc.) for teaching in [Levin, 1995e]. It isreasonable to use special introductions of combinato-rial engineering in educational programs.10 ConclusionFinally let us emphasize the following directions offuture investigations:1. Modi�cation of complex decomposable systems,including formal descriptions, issues of the users anddesigners behavior and required speci�c experienceand knowledge (e.g., system thinking).
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